
 

 

Deploying from battalion column forward into line 

Greg Renault 

 

Part III of the R&R contains three main ways to deploy forward when the battalion is in 

open column of companies: by filing, by echelon, and by obliquing. 

(1)  By filing.  Lead company stands fast.  Remaining companies in the column 

simultaneously file to the pivot flank; when opposite their place in line companies 

successively turn and march up to the line. (Officers lead pivot flank while filing, shift to 

reverse flank at turn.) This movement is intended to be used when the battalion is in 

close column, but may also be used for an open column by first closing the column 

(S.104, S. 144) 

Note that deployment from closed column is the only method of forward deployment 

featured in the R&R’s 19 formal review movements, which strongly suggests the closed 

battalion column was the preferred formation for deploying into line.  Our Battalion, 

however, tends to deploy from an open column of companies. 

S.104 notes two methods of direct deployment forward from open battalion column: 

(2)  By echelon.  Lead company stands fast.  Remaining companies in the column half-

wheel to the rear on their reverse flanks.  Companies march forward at this new angle, 

in quick time (officers on reverse flank, covering sergeant on proper pivot flank); when 

opposite their place in the line, company commanders bring their companies 

successively on to line by shoulders forward.  Intended to be performed when the 

column is halted.  (S. 104, S.127, S. 158, S. 159) 

The echelon column is employed in a number of movements as an interim formation to 

change line position. Deployment on the column’s lead unit is just one of many options. 

(3)  By obliquing.  Lead company steps short.  The remaining companies in the column 

simultaneously oblique up to their position in the line, dressing and conforming to the 

line as they successively arrive.  Intended to be used when the column is moving.  To 

perform this movement requires a distance of at least the length of the column between 

the lead company and the intended position of the line. (S.104, S. 129) 

I believe this to be the only movement in the R&R which utilizes the oblique step. 
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Comment 

Currently the Battalion uses the obliquing method exclusively for forward deployment.  

I have observed it seems difficult to sustain the oblique step while maintaining unit order 

for the period required to come onto line, especially for those units in the rear of the 

column that have the most distance to travel to reach their line position.  This method 

also is rather slow.  It can be speeded up by having the line march at ordinary and the 

obliquing done at quick time, but likely at a cost of additional unit disarray. 

I propose the Battalion explore the other two methods of deployment. 

Filing has the advantage of being simple—all changes are perpendicular.  For our 

purposes it may be done from open as well as closed column.  It is a method we should 

at least be acquainted with, and can be easily added to our repertoire. Drawbacks: 

deployment is slow, as companies march further to get to their positions than they 

would if they took a diagonal path instead; also, filing requires use of both the lock step 

and the turn, which some units may find awkward. 

I believe deployment forward by echelon has the most advantages.  Companies march 

the shortest distance from their position in column to their position in line, which makes 

this method the most efficient of the three.  Marching is conducted using the direct step, 

which facilitates the option of using quick time with minimal unit disarray. 

The Battalion previously practiced echelon movements for the Crysler’s Farm 

bicentennial, so some of us may still remember how to do this.   Familiarity with the 

echelon deployment should make it easier to revisit other echelon movements such as 

change of position or the march in echelon. 

Finally, I propose that the Battalion consider adapting the echelon method for 

deploying forward while moving, in this manner:  

1. Lead company continues forward at ordinary time;  

2.  Remaining companies shoulders forward to achieve the half-wheel, then march to 

their place in line at quick time;  

3.  Shoulders forward into line, pick up step and dressing.  

 I believe this method would facilitate forward deployment of the Battalion with increased 

order and efficiency. 

 

May 2017  
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Sources 

War Office, Rules and Regulations for the Formations, Field-Exercise, and Movements, 

of His Majesty’s Forces.  London: T. Egerton, 1811. 

 

(1)  Filing 

S.104 Changes of Position of a Battalion 
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(close column, right in front) 
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(2)  Echelon 

S.104 Changes of Position of a Battalion 
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S. 159 
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(right in front)      (left in front) 
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(3)  Oblique (Eventail or Fan Movement) 

 

S.104 Changes of Position of a Battalion 
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(left in front) 

 


